
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

The 2.50 HST RevWell HYDRO® is a modular hydrostatic 

setting tool. Its modularity enables the exertion of high set-

ting forces fully reliant on well pressure. The tool is equipped 

with a timer/valve section which can be programmed to acti-

vate the setting tool according to a predefined schedule.  

PRODUCT BENEFITS 

The modular design makes 

HYDRO® a scalable force 

multiplier cable of delivering 

ground-breaking setting 

forces. 
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FLEXIBLE PLATFORM 

RevWell HYDRO® can be 

configured to service 

RevWell tools as well as 3rd 

party equipment. Setting 

speed can be configured to 

better suit the intended ap-

plication. 



PRODUCT APPLICATION 

The 2.50 HST RevWell HYDRO® is used as a Non-Explosive 

programmable downhole axial setting tool, activated when 

and where needed. The tool can be used for any downhole 

application requiring long powerful strokes as in: 

 Setting of Gauge Hangers such as RevWell GECKO®  

 Setting of Cement Retainers such as RevWell DAM® 

 Pulling of Plugs, Straddles & Packers 

 The tool can also be configured to set Plugs & Packers¹ 
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¹ 3.00 HST RevWell HYDRO® & 3.50 HST RevWell HYDRO®  

²Setting Force from each working piston for each 1 ksi of hydrostatic pressure 

PRODUCT FEATURES 

 Progressive Force multiplication 

 No charging of high pressure gases needed or batteries 

 Long stroke the speed of which can be controlled due to 

the damper effect integrated in the tool design 

 Adapter kits available 

 Compliance with NACE MR0175/ISO 15156 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Tool OD 2.50 in 

Tool Length (1 Working Section) 9 ft 

Tool Weight 66 lb 

Max. Operating Pressure 12 ksi 

Max. Operating Temperature 350 ºF 

Service Standard & H2S 

Maximum Fishing Tension 35 klbf 

Maximum Compressive Strength 40 klbf 

Max Setting Stroke 15.75 in 

Max Setting Force 30 klbf 

Setting Force Multiplication Factor² 3.7 Klbf/Pw.1 ksi 


